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India is a land of varied cultural, traditional, religious, regional, geographical and linguistic
diversities. This distinguishing feature of the country is aptly portrayed in its tourist destinations.
From the Rann of Kutch of Gujarat to the mountain ranges of Arunachal Pradesh and the snow
peaked Himalayas of Kashmir to the sea shores of Kanyakumari, every state and region of India
has something unique to offer to its visitors. An experience of Travel in India is thus quite enriching.
If you have a plan to travel to India you should include all types of tourist destinations to get the real
feel of India. The land has something on offer for everyone with different tastes and interests.

The India holiday packages that are available aim to fully exploit the diverse features of India. Be it
history enthusiasts, art and culture lovers, adventure buffs, beauty admirers or peace seekers, these
packages cater to everyone's tastes. The types of packages that are available are state tours,
medicinal tours, adventure tours, historical tours, luxury train tours, religious tours, luxury tours,
wildlife tours, honeymoon tours, Bollywood tours, festival special tours, tea tour, classic India tour,
exhibition and fair tours etc. Most of the tour operators in India provide almost all the above
mentioned tour packages. Car hire, travel insurance, pick up and drop facility at the airport, expert
guide availability and well prepared tour itinerary are the additional travel perks that they offer to
their customers.

One of the most demanded tour package available in India is the Goa tour packages. Goa provides
an ideal holiday retreat as the tourists can enjoy the sun, sand and sea to the fullest. The sun
setting behind the blue sea and golden beaches is a perfect treat for the eyes. A Goa tour must
include the water sports the place has on offer. The Kerala tour packages provide the tourists with a
chance to experience the beauty of mother earth from close quarters. The beautiful natural locals of
Kerala especially the backwaters are the perfect locations for an ideal holiday retreat. The medicinal
packages available here are also very popular. The ayurveda and spa treatments provide peace of
mind and body, giving the tourists a heavenly experience. Hence the state is also aptly called 'God's
own country'.

Also a tour in Delhi should be included in your travel itinerary. Apart from being the capital of India
the city also possess rich cultural and historical heritage. A blend of ancient heritage and modern
influence the city depicts the diverse elements forming India. The travel agents in Delhi make sure
that tourism potential of the capital city is fully showcased before the visitors. Also the golden
triangle tour covering Delhi-Agra-Jaipur depicts the historical heritage of these three cities.
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